MAAK JULLE JAKKALSE SLIM?
Ek het nou net klaar gemaak die naweek met jakkals jag, en dit
was ook vir my n skok, I was very surprised as to how so called
jackal hunters educate animals.

We got asked by a close neighbour on another farm if another two

jackal hunters can go with us but we will split and then join up
afterwards……… the two guys are professional and want to go with
to call some also.
So… we met at the farmers house and discussed who will go with
who etc, BUT I have a three team crew and together we really do
rock and roll, I don’t want anybody else with us and don’t need
complications, so we met, and then after a chat they got the
message we work alone, so we headed off in our direction.

We hunted a few spots and at some stage we came within about 2
kilometres of the other two professional hunters. My partner said
luister daar, as he knows as well as me that all it takes is to listen to
a caller for 5 minutes and you will know if he has any idea how to
call or NOT.
These guys played a jackal fight over and over for about half an
hour, (NO JOKES) never pausing that sound for a second, then
played a barking jackal over and over again, I said to my friend,
when we get back he will say he called a few but missed, because
he will call NOTHING at all like that.
And yes, when the night was done he commented he called two
and could not find them, BUT he said he calls lots of jackals…….
Sure he does.
This is a problem, as these dogs travel and go to the next farm, kill
sheep and cannot be called in, thus leaving a path of destruction in
its way and these dogs become top dogs.
I have a system I use and I must say for me it works like a dream, it
is all over my website, and if you need help, call me, I will guide you
correctly and help you succeed.
As example look at this recent hunt;
http://www.africanpredator.com/general/Vrystaat%20Maart%2026th
%202012%20Jakkals%20Rooikat%20Jag.pdf

Happy
Calling!

